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Thai Art with Indian Influences - Premak Jarmsawad - 1979

Foreign Influences in Thai Art sculpture - Chapter 1 - 1992

This is the first book dealing with the foreign influence on ancient India. Discusses the foreign invasions of India by the Achaemenians, Greeks, Sakas, Kushans, Huns, Turks, Mongols, and the Romas on India. The book advances a theory that ancient India never provided any cases which are directly similar to the foreigner to attack her: it was India's weakness and an implied confidence in future victors that kept the invaders coming to India one after another. But these foreign invasions, put aside the political consequences, had a certain effect on the development of arts. From the time of Alexander the Great to the fall of the last Chola of India, the foreign invasions have been the driving force in the development of arts.

Students Of The History Of Oriental Art Could Ask For No Finer Exposition Of The History And Aesthetics Of Thai And Indian Art. The Author’s Penetrating Cultural... Upon Architecture, Sculpture And Iconography. However, It Also Encompasses Other Aspects Of Art And Crafts. Background Information On The History And... Chapters, The Book Takes Into Account Material From The Earliest Archaeological Finds Through The Bangkok Period Including The Early Art And Craft Works. Most Of The... Study Deals With Thai Art And India And The Peripheries Of South East Asia Are Covered Where They Reflect Indian Influences. The Focus Of This Study Is Upon The Texts And Other Materials That Are Relevant To The Subject. It Emphasizes The Interaction Of The Two Cultures. It Takes Into Consideration The Location Of The Two... Periods Are Considered, As A Student Of Ancient History And Art In India, Dr. Premak Jarmsawad Was Deeply Sensitive To The Beauty Of Thai Art And Indian Art Works. As A Result, The Illustrations He Had Selected Are Usually Pertinent And Fitting. Comprising Some Of The Most Impressive Examples Of Thai Art, Students Of The History Of Oriental Art Could Ask For No Finer Exposition Of The History And Aesthetics Of Thai And Indian Art. The Author’s Penetrating Cultural Insights Make It An Indispensable Tool For Anyone Who Plans Further Study In This Field. This Is Also A Book Which General Readers Will Read With Great Interest And Pleasure.

The Present Book, Thai Art With Indian Influences, Studies The Subject In Its Different Spheres. As A Major Pioneering Scholar In The Field, Dr. Premak Jarmsawad Possesses An Extraordinary Background In Art History, Aesthetics And Asian History And Philosophy. This Fascinating Study Is One Of His Finest Works Which Will Continue To Influence The Study Of Thai Art For A Long Time To Come. Divided Into Five Chapters, The Book Takes Into Account Material From The Earliest Archaeological Finds Through The Bangkok Period Including The Early Art And Craft Works. Most Of The... The Weal And The Middle Classes Are Also Covered In The Book. Besides, The Book Contains A Great Deal Of New Material On The Textiles And Other Crafts Of South-East Asia India In Particular. As A Student Of Ancient History And Art In India, Dr. Premak Jarmsawad Was Deeply Sensitive To The Beauty Of Thai Art And Indian Art Works. As A Result, The Illustrations He Had Selected Are Usually Pertinent And Fitting. Comprising Some Of The Most Impressive Examples Of Thai Art, Students Of The History Of Oriental Art Could Ask For No Finer Exposition Of The History And Aesthetics Of Thai And Indian Art. The Author’s Penetrating Cultural Insights Make It An Indispensable Tool For Anyone Who Plans Further Study In This Field. This Is Also A Book Which General Readers Will Read With Great Interest And Pleasure.

Sara and her Children Dispute Some Myth and Ensure That The Thai Dog Also Has Its Tail.

The Book Takes Into Account Material From The Earliest Archaeological Finds Through The Bangkok Period Including The Early Art And Craft Works. Most Of The... Study Deals With Thai Art And India And The Peripheries Of South East Asia Are Covered Where They Reflect Indian Influences. The Focus Of This Study Is Upon The Texts And Other Materials That Are Relevant To The Subject. It Emphasizes The Interaction Of The Two Cultures. It Takes Into Consideration The Location Of The Two... Periods Are Considered, As A Student Of Ancient History And Art In India, Dr. Premak Jarmsawad Was Deeply Sensitive To The Beauty Of Thai Art And Indian Art Works. As A Result, The Illustrations He Had Selected Are Usually Pertinent And Fitting. Comprising Some Of The Most Impressive Examples Of Thai Art, Students Of The History Of Oriental Art Could Ask For No Finer Exposition Of The History And Aesthetics Of Thai And Indian Art. The Author’s Penetrating Cultural Insights Make It An Indispensable Tool For Anyone Who Plans Further Study In This Field. This Is Also A Book Which General Readers Will Read With Great Interest And Pleasure.

Sree Varaha Mibhir's Brhit Jataka - Varacchhitam - 1896

Classical work on Hindu horoscope astrology.

The International Library of Essays on Capital Punishment, Volume 3 - Peter Hodgkinson - 2016-12-05

This volume provides analyses of a range of subjects and issues in the death penalty debate, from medicine to the media. The essays address in particular the personal characteristics of those involved, a fundamental part of the subject usually overshadowed by the practical and legal aspects of the debate. Thus the person offered by this volume makes it essential reading for anyone interested in going beyond the removed theoretical understanding of the death penalty, to better comprehending its fundamental humanity. Admittedly, the international range of the analysis, enabling disentanglement of country specific motivations, ensures the complexities of the death penalty are also considered from a global perspective.
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This volume provides analyses of a range of subjects and issues in the death penalty debate, from medicine to the media. The essays address in particular the personal characteristics of those involved, a fundamental part of the subject usually overshadowed by the practical and legal aspects of the debate. Thus the person offered by this volume makes it essential reading for anyone interested in going beyond the removed theoretical understanding of the death penalty, to better comprehending its fundamental humanity. Admittedly, the international range of the analysis, enabling disentanglement of country specific motivations, ensures the complexities of the death penalty are also considered from a global perspective.

Ancient Indian Literary and Cultural Tradition - Asim Kumar Chatterjee - 1974

Articles on classical Indian literature and its depiction of society.

Ancient Indian Literary and Cultural Tradition - Asim Kumar Chatterjee - 1974

Articles on classical Indian literature and its depiction of society.

The Jatakas of Varaha Mibhir - Varacchhitam - 1885

The Jatakas of Varaha Mibhir - Varacchhitam - 1885


Gale Researcher Guide for: India's Influence in Southeast Asia is selected from Gale's academic platform Gale Researcher. These study guides provide peer-reviewed articles that allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the confidence and vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
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Stories from the Jataka - Anant Pai - 1997

Stories from the Jataka - Anant Pai - 1997
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Sri Jatakam: Female Horoscopy - Dr S.P. Bhagat - 2016-10-18

Female horoscope. Humanity is divided into 3 main divisions, viz., masculines, feminizes and eunuch. There are any number of sub-divisions among them and the phenomena of pravity or vitality among the above three classes are remarkable. There are men with perfect masculine development, but almost without powers of emotion or general vitality, who are called virum alias masculinity, having very few sexual excitements and desires, but able to sustain organs for such functions. Again there are men and women, who have tremendous sexual energy and who are not satisfied with ordinary sexual embraces and seek gratification even in unnatural ways. This book will discuss astrologically combinations for such happenings.

Sri Jatakam: Female Horoscopy - Dr S.P. Bhagat - 2016-10-18

Female horoscope. Humanity is divided into 3 main divisions, viz., masculines, feminizes and eunuch. There are any number of sub-divisions among them and the phenomena of pravity or vitality among the above three classes are remarkable. There are men with perfect masculine development, but almost without powers of emotion or general vitality, who are called virum alias masculinity, having very few sexual excitements and desires, but able to sustain organs for such functions. Again there are men and women, who have tremendous sexual energy and who are not satisfied with ordinary sexual embraces and seek gratification even in unnatural ways. This book will discuss astrologically combinations for such happenings.

Indian Books in Print - 2003

Indian Books in Print - 2003

Didactic narration - Alexander Peter Bell - 2000

Didactic narration - Alexander Peter Bell - 2000
It is well known that amongst the Buddhist Scriptures there is one book in which a large number of old stories, fables, and fairy tales, lie enshrined in an edifying mind; and it was this experience he so often used to point a moral, or adorn a tale.

Endless Path - Rufe Martin - 2011-03-15

It is well known that amongst the Buddhist Scriptures there is one book in which a large number of old stories, fables, and fairy tales, lie enshrined in an edifying mind; and it was this experience he so often used to point a moral, or adorn a tale.

Endless Path - Rufe Martin - 2011-03-15

From this we infer that the Bodhisattva, who is the Buddha himself, 2,500 years ago, had five hundred and fifty jataka tales comprising part of the oldest Buddhist text, the Pali Canon. From this we infer that the Bodhisattva, who is the Buddha himself, 2,500 years ago, had five hundred and fifty jataka tales comprising part of the oldest Buddhist text, the Pali Canon. From this we infer that the Bodhisattva, who is the Buddha himself, 2,500 years ago, had five hundred and fifty jataka tales comprising part of the oldest Buddhist text, the Pali Canon. From this we infer that the Bodhisattva, who is the Buddha himself, 2,500 years ago, had five hundred and fifty jataka tales comprising part of the oldest Buddhist text, the Pali Canon. From this we infer that the Bodhisattva, who is the Buddha himself, 2,500 years ago, had five hundred and fifty jataka tales comprising part of the oldest Buddhist text, the Pali Canon.

The Jataka (Volume III)

The Vessantara Jātaka

The Buddha Birth Stories; or, Jātaka Tales - Anonymous - 1880
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